
 The Statue of Liberty is associated 
with New York City, but it is actually 
physically located in New Jersey! Jersey 
City, New Jersey to be exact. Another fun 
fact: The seven rays on the crown of the 
Statue of Liberty represent the seven 
continents; each measures up to 9 feet in 
length and weighs as much as 150 
pounds.

Americans eat about 100 acres of pizza each day, with 
about 3 billion pizzas sold annually in the USA. 93% of 
Americans are said to have eaten pizza in the last month. 
Delivery sales of pizza spike the most during close Super 
Bowl games. There are over 60,000 pizzerias in the USA 
and America’s oldest pizzeria opened in 1905 and it’s 
called Lambardi’s and it is located in NYC 

The 13 stripes refer to the 13 British colonies that 
declared independence from the kingdom of 
Great Britain in 1776 and the 50 stars refer to the 
50 U.S. states.

Some more differences in American English:

● aluminium is spelled "aluminum"
● doughnut is spelled "donut"
● draught is spelled "draft"
● gaol (not common) is spelled "jail"
● plough is spelled "plow"

There are also some words in American English 
that are a bit different from British English, e.g.:

● aeroplane is called "airplane"
● ladybird is called "ladybug"
● lift is called "elevator"
● toilet is called "bathroom", "restroom" or 

"comfort station"
● lorry is called "truck"
● nappies are called "diapers"
● petrol is called "gas" (or "gasoline")
● the boot of a car is called a "trunk"
● a dummy is called a "pacifier"
● trousers are called "pants"
● underground is called "subway"
● football is called "soccer"

Home To Some of The Best Musical Artist Of 
All Time

Not only is America a huge country, but their 
musical impression has made a big impact on the 
world too. America dominates the music 
industry as there are so many talented musicians 
that call America home.

Some of the best musical artists include Frank 
Sinatra, Elvis Presley, Jimmy Hendrix, 
Madonna, Whitney Houston, Michael Jackson, 
Beyonce, and many many more.

http://www.nps.gov/stli/index.htm

